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ABSTRACT

In situ observations, satellite imagery, numerical weather prediction, and reanalysis fields are used to in-

vestigate the synoptic and mesoscale environment of a strong wind event (SWE) at McMurdo Station/Ross

Island region on the Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica, on 10 October 2003. The SWE occurred during the passage

of a sequence of three mesoscale low pressure systems from the central Ross Ice Shelf to the southwest Ross

Sea. A potential vorticity (PV) analysis showed that the lows drew air of continental origin down the glacial

valleys of the Transantarctic Mountains and onto the ice shelf as a katabatic drainage flow. However, the

analysis indicated that the air mass associated with the SWE was of recurved maritime origin drawn in by the

second mesoscale low (L2). This air mass approached McMurdo Station from the south where interactions

with the orography played a critical role. In the early stages of the event, when the wind speed was less than

10m s21, the air was deflected around the topographical features, such as Minna Bluff and Black and White

Islands. As the pressure gradient increased, winds ofmore than 10m s21 crossed the orography and developed

mountain waves along the lee slopes. When the Froude number became larger than 1, large-amplitude ver-

tically propagating mountain waves developed over the McMurdo Station/Ross Island area, increasing the

wind to 16m s21. The reanalysis fields did not resolve the mesoscale lows; however, the Antarctic Mesoscale

Prediction System (AMPS) model was able to simulate important characteristics of the SWE such as the

mesoscale low pressure system, flow around the topographical barrier, and the mountain wave.

1. Introduction

The northwest Ross Ice Shelf (Fig. 1) is the site of

more logistical operations than in any other part of the

Antarctic as a result of the presence of McMurdo Sta-

tion, which is the primary aviation hub of the U.S.

Antarctic Program (USAP) (Klein et al. 2008). In the

vicinity of McMurdo Station (Fig. 1) there are three

skiways/airfields: the Ice Runway, Williams Field, and

Pegasus Field. These airfields in Antarctica support lo-

cal field logistics as well as intercontinental flights to and

from Christchurch, New Zealand. All the flights are

sensitive to adverse weather conditions, but the flights

from New Zealand have a point of no return, making it

particularly important to have accurate weather fore-

casts for the runways.

Prediction of weather conditions on theRoss Ice Shelf

(Fig. 1) presents a number of challenges. The area is

affected by the many synoptic-scale weather systems

that occur over the Ross Sea, with some of these de-

pressions moving onto the ice shelf itself. There are also

many mesoscale lows observed on the ice shelf and es-

pecially over the southwestern Ross Sea (Bromwich

1991). A strong wind event (SWE) at McMurdo Station

is defined as an occasion when the wind speed is Beau-

fort scale 6 and above, which is 22 kt or 11.3m s21

(Chenoli et al. 2012). Mesoscale lows over the Ross Sea

have been examined in several studies (Carrasco and

Bromwich 1994; Carrasco et al. 2003) and these studies

showed that the lows generally had relatively low wind

speeds associated with them, although stronger winds

could occur. SWEs can cause major disruption to logis-

tical operations and it is important to be able to predict

such events. Some of these events can be caused by
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major synoptic lows in the Ross Sea/Ross Ice Shelf area,

but mesoscale systems can also have strong winds asso-

ciated with them. Strong katabatic winds are a signifi-

cant feature along the coast of East Antarctica but are

rarely experienced in the McMurdo Station area

(Turner et al. 2009), although some continental air

masses can affect the region. However, the barrier winds

created by the flow along the Transantarctic Mountains

are a major feature in McMurdo Station/Ross Island

region (Seefeldt et al. 2007).

Case studies are very important in helping us to

understand the synoptic background to SWEs and

allowing us to assess the ability of numerical weather

prediction (NWP) systems to correctly simulate their

development and evolution. Steinhoff et al. (2008)

investigated a severe storm that occurred in May 2004

in the McMurdo Station area using the Antarctic

Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS) model (Powers

et al. 2012). This event occurred as a result of a deep

synoptic-scale depression that tracked from the

Amundsen Sea onto the Ross Ice Shelf with a maxi-

mum wind speed of 71.5m s21 recorded at McMurdo

Station—the highest recorded for 12 years. In this

paper we investigate an SWE that occurred on 10 Oc-

tober 2003 and that involved both synoptic and me-

soscale low pressure systems on the Ross Ice Shelf. It

illustrates the complex interactions between low

pressure systems of different scales that can occur

in the Antarctic. Such interactions are particularly

difficult to simulate in NWP systems, yet are important

for forecasting in areas such as the Ross Ice Shelf.

In section 2 we provide information on the various

forms of data used in this study and describe the pro-

cessing used. Section 3 presents an overview of the de-

velopment of the broad-scale synoptic environment

during the event. Section 4 discusses the details of air-

flow analysis and the involvement of katabatic wind and

section 5 gives details of the wind flow over the north-

west Ross Ice Shelf during the SWE and a discussion on

the performance of AMPS in simulating the SWE.

Section 6 concludes with a summary of the study.

2. Data and methods

This study was carried out using automatic weather

station (AWS) observations, surface and upper-air ra-

diosonde data from McMurdo Station, and Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sat-

ellite imagery. Reanalysis fields from the latest global

atmospheric reanalysis produced by the European Cen-

tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),

ERA-Interim, were used to obtain the information on

the broad-scale synoptic environment of the SWE.

ERA-Interim analysis uses T255 spectral harmonic

representation for basic dynamical fields and a reduced

Gaussian grid N218 with approximately uniform hori-

zontal spacing of 79 km (Dee et al. 2011). The data used

in the analysis are the interpolated dataset to 0.1258

FIG. 1. Map of Antarctica with inset map of the Ross Ice Shelf area. In the inset figure, BI, WI, and MB stand for Black Island, White

Island, and Minna Bluff respectively. The black line in the inset figure represents the location of the transect used in the study.
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from the native T255 horizontal using Meteorological

Archival and Retrieval System (MARS). Surface me-

teorological observations are obtained from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin (UW) automatic weather station

program (Lazzara et al. 2012) to understand meteoro-

logical conditions as well as the synoptic background

associated with SWE. Further details regarding UW-

AWSs used in this study can be found in Table 1. AWSs

maintained by the Malaysian Antarctic Research Pro-

gram (MARP) were used to understand the processes

taking place during the SWE. The MARP maintains

three AWS units (AWS1, AWS2, AWS3) in the vicinity

of Scott Base; in this study, we have used the data

from AWS1 (77.908S, 167.058E) and AWS2 (77.898S,
167.098E). In this paper, these AWSs will be referred to

as WF-AWS1 and WF-AWS2. The meteorological pa-

rameters recorded are pressure, temperature, relative

humidity, and wind speed and direction. MODIS satel-

lite images (processed and provided byMatthewLazzara,

Antarctic Meteorological Research Center) were used

to identify and provide information on the track of

major weather systems associated with the SWE and

were valuable in comparing the observed position of the

low pressure systems with the position simulated by

AMPS as well as reanalysis. McMurdo Station releases a

radiosonde at 0000 and 1200 UTC during the summer

months, and nearly every day at 0000 UTC during the

winter. However, during high wind periods radiosondes

are rarely launched. The relatively dense network of

AWSs at the northwest corner of the Ross Ice Shelf

provides a good opportunity to construct hand-drawn

surface charts to carry out a comprehensive study of the

surface wind field. The hand-drawn charts are necessary

to perform a detailed analysis as the dense network is

restricted to the northwest part of the ice shelf and in-

stances of missing data due to the possibility of AWS not

operating in the harsh Antarctic environment. The

hand-drawn surface charts utilized the available AWS

data over the northwest Ross Ice Shelf between

the latitudes 758–848S and longitudes 1208E–1608W.

Figure 2 features the location of AWS stations used for

the analysis and the locations of UW-AWS are given in

Table 1. To overcome the limited observational data

during the SWE, manual analyses were based on a

TABLE 1. A list of the UW-AWS systems used in this study.

Data file name Name of the station Lat Lon

Station height

MSL (m)

089011003.r Cape Bird (CBD) 77.228S 166.448E 42

089291003.r Ferrell (FER) 77.918S 170.828E 45

089111003.r Gill (GIL) 79.998S 178.618W 25

213601003.r Laurie II (LR2) 77.538S 170.818E 38

089081003.r Lettau (LET) 82.528S 174.458W 30

213621003.r Linda (LDA) 78.458S 168.398E 43

089051003.r Manuela (MLA) 74.958S 163.698E 78

089061003.r Marble Point (MPT) 77.448S 163.758E 108

089341003.r Marilyn (MLN) 79.958S 165.138E 75

089351003.r Minna Bluff (MNB) 78.558S 166.698E 895

089131003.r Schwerdtfeger (SWT) 79.908S 169.978E 60

089071003.r Whitlock (WTL) 76.148S 168.398E 275

213641003.r William Field (WFD) 77.868S 167.028E 40

089271003.r Windless Bight (WDB) 77.738S 167.708E 60

FIG. 2. Locations of AWS used for the manual mean sea level

pressure analysis.
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combination of AWS observations and infrared struc-

ture of low pressure system from the satellite imageries.

Three-hourly surface analyses were hand-drawn for

the period of the SWEs in order to get a clear picture of

the tracks of the lows. For the preparation of the surface

charts, all the station level pressure data were reduced to

MSLP before the analysis using a hypsometric equation

(Phillpot 1991). Some of the AWSs are excluded from

the hand-drawn surface chart because of their close

proximity to each other. Additional hourly analyses

were carried out during the high wind period, when

necessary. The analyses permitted the recognition of

subsynoptic and mesoscale features associated with the

SWEs that were not resolved in ERA-Interim reanalysis

fields. Combined with the satellite images, the surface

manual analysis helps to locate and track the low pres-

sure systems. It also permitted us to track the systems

when there were gaps in the satellite imageries or when

the low pressure systems were not visible due to the

cloud coverage. In addition, the satellite imageries

showed that the evolution of the synoptic and mesoscale

lows and their interactions were probably not simulated

fully by the numerical models. This will be discussed in

later sections.

Interaction of the surface flow over the Ross Ice Shelf

with the topography in the vicinity of Ross Island is

studied with the use of Froude number. The Froude

number is a scaling parameter that can be used to de-

termine whether an atmospheric flow will traverse a

topographic barrier or be deflected around it. In-

teraction of airflow depends on the stability of the at-

mospheric layer as well as on the height of the terrain

barrier. Brighton (1978), Hunt and Snyder (1980), and

Snyder et al. (1985) used a similar approach to study the

flow around obstacles. Earlier studies by O’Connor and

Bromwich (1988), O’Connor et al. (1994), and Burk

et al. (1999) also used a simple version of the Froude

number equation to study the wind flow around theRoss

Island. To understand the dynamics of the wind flow

around the Ross Island area during high and low wind

cases, Seefeldt et al. (2003) used the Froude number

calculations with a study of the equations of motion.

The Froude number is defined as

Fr5U
0

�
gh

Du

u

�21/2

,

where U0 is the wind speed, g is the gravitational ac-

celeration (9.8m s22), h is the height of the obstacle, Du
is the difference in potential temperature between the

surface and the top of the obstacle, and u is the average

potential temperature of the layer between the surface

and the height of the obstacle. If Fr , 1, the static

stability dominates over inertia therefore, the flow will

not have sufficient kinetic energy to override the to-

pography, whereas if Fr . 1 the flow will be able to

override the barrier.

To supplement the limited availability of in situ data,

the archive of NWP model forecasts from the AMPS

was also used. AMPS is a mesoscale numerical weather

prediction system, which is run at the Mesoscale and

Microscale Meteorology (MMM) Laboratory of the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in

particular, to support the U.S. Antarctic Program and

other international Antarctic activities (Powers et al.

2003, 2012). In the initial configuration AMPS employs

the Polar MM5 (Bromwich et al. 2001; Cassano et al.

2001), which was replaced by the polar version of the

Weather Research and ForecastingModel (PolarWRF)

in 2006. The domain configuration of AMPS in the ini-

tial stages comprised a nested two-way interactive do-

main setup with grid horizontal spacing of 90 and 30km

and higher resolution of 10- and 3.3-km grids. The ver-

tical resolution reflects 31 s levels between the ground

and the model top at 50 hPa. The initial and boundary

conditions of AMPS are obtained from National Cen-

ters for Environmental Prediction’s (NCEP) Global

Forecast System (GFS). Observational data in the

Antarctic region such as reports from manned surface

stations, surface AWSs, upper-air stations, and satellite-

derived cloud-track winds are also included in AMPS.

The system also ingests sea ice data daily from the Na-

tional Snow and Ice Data Center for initializing its

fractional sea ice depiction. The archived AMPS output

used for this study utilizedmesoscale model PolarMM5,

which in this paper will be referred to as AMPS output.

The model output from the 30-, 10-, and 3.3-km hori-

zontal resolution runs was used to investigate certain

salient features of the SWE. AMPS produces forecasts

twice daily, which are initialized at 0000 and 1200 UTC.

For this study, forecasts from 12h onward are used to

provide sufficient time for the spinup of model fields.

For AMPS 30-km grid forecasts are available at 3-h in-

tervals and 3.3-km forecasts at 1-h intervals.

3. Synoptic overview

The event analysis was carried out using observational

data from AWSs and the MODIS satellite as well as the

ERA-Interim reanalysis fields. Three-hourly analyzed

surface charts were also utilized to get a clear picture of

the synoptic features of the SWE. In addition, numerical

simulation results from the AMPS archive were also

used to investigate the mechanisms involved. The SWE

occurred during the passage of threemesoscale lows, L1,

L2, and L3, across the northwestern Ross Ice Shelf to
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the southern Ross Sea. These lows are tracked using

MODIS satellite images available from 1200 UTC

9 October to 0600 UTC 11 October 2003 (Fig. 3). The

low L1 developed on the Ross Ice Shelf and first became

detectable on the MODIS satellite imagery as an orga-

nized cloud mass at 1825 UTC 9 October 2003. The low

L1 then tracked in a northward direction for the re-

maining 18h to reach the northeast part of Ross Island at

1240 UTC 10 October. The satellite imagery at

0625 UTC (Fig. 4a) showed there was a distinct cloud

band associated with the mesoscale low L1 (77.88S,
1708E) and a larger system L2 southeast of L1 at around

818S, 1758W. The satellite imagery (at 0805 UTC) also

showed a third mesoscale low L3 developing by

0625 UTC (Fig. 4a). However, its origins are difficult to

determine as it evolved out of a disorganized mass of

cloud over Ross Island. The ERA-InterimMSLP field at

0600 UTC 10 October (Fig. 5a) only had one large low

pressure system on the Ross Ice Shelf and a trough of

low pressure area north of Ross Island. The MSLP field

did not resolve the three low pressure centers. In the

reanalysis the low pressure center was at a more north-

erly position compared to the location on the satellite

images at around 788S, 1808, with a central pressure of

970hPa. At this time (0600 UTC 10 October 2003) the

manual analysis revealed two low pressure small-scale

systems (L1 and L2) (Fig. 6a) and localized high pres-

sure systems at Windless Bight (WB), south of Ross

Island and south of Minna Bluff (Figs. 6b,c). The high

pressure area south of Ross Island is a climatological

feature on the Ross Island region, and its presence can

be ascribed to the influences of the topography. When

the southerly flow reaches a topographical barrier such

as Ross Island, cold air piles up on the windward side as

the flow is deflected around it. When the southerly wind

flow is unable to override the topographical barriers,

cold air piled up at the base of the topography, creating

comparatively high pressure areas. This has been dis-

cussed in the work of Seefeldt et al. (2003), Monaghan

et al. (2005), and Chenoli et al. (2012). The manual

analysis has been carried out to confirm the existence

and position of the mesoscale systems since the re-

analysis field cannot resolve the mesoscale lows. The

manual analysis was prepared based on the satellite

imagery as well as AWS observations in order to address

the issue of lack of in situ observations. However, even

the manual analysis was unable to resolve the existence

of transient small-scale low L3 because of the lack of

data over the southwestern part of the Ross Sea

(Figs. 6a–d). Based on the previous satellite image at

0300 UTC 10 October and the images available at 0625,

0805, and 1240 UTC 10 October, it was clear that L1

FIG. 3. Tracks of the low pressure systems L1, L2, and L3 from 1825 UTC 9 Oct to 0530 UTC 11 Oct 2003.
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tracked in a northwesterly initially and then north-

easterly direction to the Ross Sea, east of Ross Island

and was visible as a comma cloud (Figs. 4a,b). Many

mesoscale low pressure systems in the polar regions

have such a comma-shaped cloud band associated with

them (Rasmussen and Turner 2003). Lows L1 and L3

were only visible at 1240 UTC 10October (Fig. 3b) and

subsequently disappeared from the satellite image by

1415 UTC 10 October. At 1800 UTC 10 October 2003,

the central pressure of L2 was found to be deeper

(,968 hPa) in the manual analysis (Fig. 6c) than

indicated by the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Fig. 5c. At

1800 UTC, the pressure gradient around the station

intensified due to the strengthening of the high pres-

sure as well as tracking of low pressure system L2

toward the station (Figs. 6b,c). Over the next 6 hL2

tracked toward the northwest and then to the north-

east (see Figs. 3 and 4b–d) and arriving over the Ross

Sea by 0215 UTC 11 October 2003 (Figs. 4b,c). L2

dissipated when it reached the Ross Sea, northeast of

Ross Island.

The AMPS forecast suggests that a low pressure sys-

tem, L2, formed on the Ross Ice Shelf from a preexisting

trough at 1500 UTC 9 October 2003. The low then

tracked generally northwestward across the Ross Ice

Shelf. AMPS simulated the development (Fig. 7) of L1

as well as L2. However, the position of L2 was slightly to

the west in the AMPS forecast compared with the lo-

cation on the satellite imagery (Figs. 7a,b). The sub-

sequent forecasts from AMPS suggested that L2 had a

FIG. 4. The MODIS infrared satellite images at (a) 0805, (b) 1240, and (c) 2225 UTC 10 Oct 2003, and (d) 0215 UTC 11 Oct 2003.
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central pressure of 968hPa and tracked northwestward

until 1800 UTC and then took a northeastward track.

After 2100 UTC, the track of L2 in the AMPS simula-

tions was found to be slightly to the east compared to the

satellite imagery (Figs. 7c,d).

The wind speed started to increase at WF-AWS1

after 0630 UTC 10 October 2003, when the mesoscale

lows L1 and L3 were located south of Ross Island near

to the station. The wind speed measured by the WF-

AWS1 showed a steady increase after 1100 UTC

10 October 2003 (Fig. 8). A shift in the wind direction

from north-northwest to north-northeast to southerly

was observed around this time in the AWS data from

WF-AWS1. The shift in the wind direction to southerly

at WF-AWS1 is due to the changes in stability and

wind speed (Seefeldt et al. 2003) explained in detail in

section 5. The first peak observed in the wind speed

was 16m s21 at 1600 UTC 10 October, when the low L2

showed an organized cloud pattern. The duration

of this event was approximately 11 h starting from

1200 UTC 10 October.

Strengthening in the wind speed was also accompa-

nied by a rapid increase in temperature and relative

humidity from 2268 to 2228C and from 81% to 88%,

respectively. This denotes the involvement of maritime

recirculated air during the event. In the satellite image,

L2 was seen to have moved toward Ross Island and at

1540 UTC L2 showed disorganized cloud and signs of

slight weakening. However, the imagery for 1910 and

2225 UTC (Fig. 4c) showed a more organized cloud

signature associated with the deepening of the system.

At 1800 UTC 10 October 2003, the stationary high

pressure system over the west of the study area

strengthened and the pressure gradient near the station

intensified. (Fig. 6c). The MODIS image at 2225 UTC

10 October (Fig. 4c) shows a clear spiraliform cloud

signature just to the eastern side of Ross Island, which

confirms the existence and track of L2.

FIG. 5. ERA-Interim MSLP (hPa) analysis at (a) 0600, (b) 1200, and (c) 1800 UTC 10 Oct 2003, and (d) 0000 UTC 11 Oct 2003.
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The next available satellite image at 0215 UTC

11 October (Fig. 4d) showed L2 over the Ross Sea north

of the shelf. On 11 October the wind speed remained

below 10ms21 with the wind direction shifting from

southerly to northeasterly. Although the pressure

dropped from 976 to 971hPa (Fig. 8) there was no in-

crease in wind speed during 11 October 2003. A

decrease in temperature and rapid fluctuations in the

humidity were also observed during the period.

4. An airflow analysis for the SWE

A potential vorticity (PV) analysis was carried out

for the SWE in order to examine the interactions

FIG. 6. MSLP analysis (hPa) (based on AWS and satellite images) at (a) 0600, (b) 1200, and (c) 1800 UTC 10 Oct

2003, and (d) 0000 UTC 11 Oct 2003.
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between katabatic drainage flow from the interior of the

continent and maritime air masses. During a SWE over

the northwest Ross Ice Shelf, it is difficult to differentiate

the possible involvement of katabatic flow from the flow

initiated by the passage of depressions from the wind

direction alone, since the wind direction is predominantly

from the south during most of the events. Therefore, the

concept of PV can be applied as a tracer element to dif-

ferentiate katabatic wind from barrier wind and cyclonic

circulations. In the SouthernHemisphere a positive PV is

associated with cold anticyclonic air and negative po-

tential vorticity with the cyclonic circulation (Hoskins

et al. 1985; Basset and Ali 2006) and barrier wind. In a

homogeneous fluid with constant density, the potential

vorticity is a conserved quantity (Davis and Emanuel

1991). The potential vorticity is given by

(z1 f )/dz5 constant ,

where z is the relative vorticity, f is the Coriolis pa-

rameter (negative in the Southern Hemisphere), and dz

FIG. 7. MSLP and surface wind analysis at (a) 0600 and (b) 1200 10 Oct 2003 (initialized at 0000UTC 9Oct 2003)

and at (c) 1800 UTC 10 Oct and (d) 0000 UTC 11 Oct 2003 (initialized at 0000 UTC 10 Oct 2003) from the 10-km

AMPS grid (full barb indicates 5m s21).
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is the depth of the air column. As a result, the amount of

potential vorticity possessed by an air mass is unaffected

by changes of elevation, latitude, or shear. Therefore,

PV can be used as a tracer element to differentiate the

involvement of cyclonic or anticyclonic air masses

during a SWE. To resolve the synoptic-scale in-

teractions, 30-km horizontal resolution simulations from

AMPS have been utilized. The vertical cross section of

potential vorticity distribution between 85.58S, 1668E
(continental slope south of Ross Ice Shelf) and 77.58S,
1668E (Ross Island) were used in Figs. 9a and 9b. In

these figures, RI and CS represent the Ross Island and

the continental slope south of the Ross Ice Shelf,

respectively. The synoptic-scale analysis showed that

there was an interaction between the cyclonic storm

with the drainage flow from the south.

Figure 9a shows the PV analysis at 0000 UTC 10 Oc-

tober 2003. It can be seen that at the surface there was a

katabatic drainage of cold air from the south denoted by

positive potential vorticity (shaded purple to blue) and

maritime air with cyclonic potential vorticity from the

Ross Sea area (shaded red to yellow) as well as over the

slope of the continent. The PV analysis at 1200 UTC

October 2003 showed enhancement of drainage flow

from the south (not shown). The flow accelerated to-

ward Ross Island due to deepening of the depression,

FIG. 8. Time series of meteorological parameters from the WF-AWS1 over the period 10–11 Oct 2003.
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which is denoted by the strengthening positive vortic-

ity present over Ross Island. Note that there was also

an uplift of cold air. Many earlier studies (Bromwich

et al. 1992; Bromwich et al. 1994; Breckenridge et al.

1993) reported such drainage flows on the Ross Ice

Shelf, which are initiated by synoptic-scale weather

systems.

Figure 9b shows the PV simulation for 2100 UTC

10 October 2003. This shows that the area of the

drainage flow was more limited to southerly locations

and in the meantime there was an intensification of

cyclonic vorticity near Ross Island. At this point the

entire continental slope was under the influence of an

air mass of anticyclonic vorticity. At around this time,

the satellite image showed the passage of the synoptic-

scale low (L2) just to the eastern side of Ross Island

(see Fig. 4c).

As noted earlier, the AMPS model horizontal reso-

lution was 30km in order to represent the large-scale

forcing reasonably. But this simulation failed to resolve

the topographic features of Minna Bluff and Black and

White Islands. Therefore, the actual horizontal extent of

the anticyclonic vorticity or the katabatic drainage flow

on the Ross Ice Shelf may be much less than in the

simulations since there can be more blocking produced

by these features. From the analysis it is evident the

SWE was not associated with the katabatic drainage

flow since air of continental origin did not reach

McMurdo Station/Ross Island region and it was the re-

circulated maritime air coming up from the south

around low pressure system L2 and hitting BI andWI. It

flowed around the island at first and then had sufficient

energy to cross it starting the SWE at McMurdo Station

to the north.

5. Details of the wind flow over the northwest Ross
Ice Shelf during the SWE

To understand specific features and the dynamics of

the wind flow around the Ross Island region, the Froude

number (Fr), upper-air soundings from McMurdo Sta-

tion, and selected forecasts from the AMPS output

archive were used. If Fr, 1 the static stability dominates

over inertia, therefore the flow will not have sufficient

kinetic energy to override topography, whereas if Fr. 1

the flow will be able to override a barrier. The value of

the Fr number was calculated using data from the ra-

diosonde ascent at 2200UTC 9October before the SWE

and at 1120 UTC 10 October 2003 during the event. At

2200UTC 9October Fr was found to be 0.492; therefore,

the recirculated maritime air coming from the south

lacked the energy to flow over the topographical fea-

tures and must instead flow around it (Seefeldt et al.

2003; Chenoli et al. 2012). In this scenario McMurdo

Station will experience northwesterly wind as shown in

Fig. 10a. At 1120 UTC 10 October 2003, Fr was 1.48, a

supercritical wind, and indicated that the wind flow was

able to flow over the obstacle, giving southerly winds at

over the study area.

Figure 10a shows wind vectors when the Fr was less

than 1 at 1800 UTC 9October 2003. The wind directions

over the area south of Black andWhite Islands were not

southerly since the flow could not override the topog-

raphy. The general surface wind flow over the area south

of Minna Bluff was from the southwest and the major

part of the surface flow was deflected byMinna Bluff. In

addition, northwesterly flow was evident on the south of

Black and White Islands with predominantly light wind

speeds over the area south of Ross Island. Therefore,

FIG. 9. Cross section (from 85.58S, 1668E to 77.58S, 1668E) of potential vorticity and the resultant of meridional

component of the horizontal wind and the vertical wind vector from the 30-km AMPS grid (initialized at

1200 UTC 9 Oct 2003) at (a) 0000 and (b) 2100 UTC 10 Oct 2003.
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when the Fr number was less than 1 the wind direction

over the northeastern part of Ross Ice Shelf showed a

topographical influence. With Fr greater than 1 and

during high wind speeds, the wind vectors showed

(Fig. 10b) southerly winds throughout the Ross Island

region. During these conditions, the wind flow had suffi-

cient energy to flow over the topographic obstacles such

as Minna Bluff and Black and White Islands. Therefore,

during the high wind period the wind direction did not

exhibit much topographical influence south of Ross Is-

land. On the contrary, the simulation showed that the

surface flow splits around Ross Island creating the calm

zone at the Windless Bight area during the SWE.

Both Figs. 10a and 10b show outflows of katabatic

drainage through the glacier passes of the Transantarctic

Mountains. The MODIS satellite imagery at this time

also showed the black signatures of katabatic winds in the

infrared channel (Bromwich 1989, 1992). The propagation

of katabatic wind across the Ross Ice Shelf was enhanced

by the passage of the low pressure systems across Ross Ice

Shelf (Fig. 3). There are also indications of katabatic

outflowbeing drawn into the circulation of lowL2 (Fig. 4c.

However, as shown by the PV analysis as well as theAWS

data, the McMurdo Station/Scott Base area was not af-

fected by katabatic drainage flow during the SWE.

a. The mechanisms behind the development of the
SWE

Analysis of the vertical cross section of potential

temperature from the AMPS forecasts suggests

possible association with mountain wave activity

during the SWE over the area of study. To investigate

the involvement of mountain wave amplification

and the formation of a down slope winds during the

SWE, the available radiosonde data from McMurdo

Station were used (Fig. 11). The generation of such

winds can be attributed to a range of conditions that

allows trapping of wave energy by two or more neu-

trally stratified layers with sharp inversions at each

layer interface (Klemp and Lilly 1975). The potential

temperature from the upper-air data showed deviation

from the multilayer model given by Klemp and Lilly

(1975). Therefore, it is not appropriate to consider the

mechanism of amplification of wave energy due to the

partial reflection by the variation in thermal stability

(Klemp and Lilly 1975). Lindzen and Tung (1976)

suggested that wind shear enhances the reflectivity

and critical layer can be defined as the layer where the

flow speed is equal to the phase speed of the wave. To

calculate the phase speed of the propagation wave, the

time series data from AWSs WF-AWS1 and WF-

AWS2 were used. WF-AWS1 and WF-AWS2 are

1 km apart on Williams Field near Scott Base. The

time lag between the coherent signature in the time

series of temperature obtained from WF-AWS1 and

WF-AWS2 was determined assuming the wave to be

propagating northward. An approximate phase speed

of propagation of the wave was calculated from the

time lag and the distance between the two AWSs.

Since the time lag between the coherent signatures in

FIG. 10. Surface wind vectors (maximum wind vector 23m s21) from 3.3-km AMPS grid at (a) 1800 UTC 9 Oct

2003 (initialized at 0000 UTC 9 Oct 2003) and (b)1800 UTC 10 Oct 2003 (initialized at 0000 UTC 10 Oct 2003); RI,

BI, WI, and MB denote Ross Island, Black Island, White Island, and Minna Bluff respectively.
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the time series of temperature from WF-AWS1 and

WF-AWS2 is 2min and the distance between the

AWSs is 1 km, the phase speed of the wave was given

by the following:

C5
1000

23 60
5 8:36m s21 . (1)

Therefore, the self-induced critical layer can be

present between the layers at 550–500 or 500–400 hPa

when the wind speed is about 8m s21. When the

mountain waves break at this level it can create tur-

bulence and a deflection of energy back toward the

surface.

The Richardson number Ri was calculated using the

formula given below [Eq. (2)] in order to get a clear

measure of atmospheric instability. The Richardson

number is defined as

Ri5

g›u

u›z�
›U

›z

�2

1

�
›V

›Z

�2
, (2)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, u the po-

tential temperature, U the east–west component of the

wind, V the north–south component of the wind, and z

the height. The atmospheric conditions are favorable

for the occurrence and maintenance of turbulence

when Ri , the critical Richardson number (i.e., Rc #

0.5; Keliher 1975). Some of the previous works of

Hoskins (1971) used Rc 5 0.1 as an indication of in-

stability. The Ri value between the levels 567 and

555 hPa was found to be 0.5, which is indicative of shear

instability at this layer (Keliher 1975). Therefore, when

the strong winds from the south were able to override

the mountain barrier, vertically propagating waves

FIG. 11. Vertical profiles from McMurdo Station at 1100 UTC 10 Oct 2003.
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from the upslope flowwere generated. These waves can

be reflected by the self-induced critical level at about

555 hPa sending the waves and all its energy back to-

ward the surface where it can be amplified to generate

downslope high wind.

Figure 12 shows the vertical cross section of horizontal

wind speed from the AMPS 3.3-km run at 1500 UTC

10October 2003. The figure indicates a core of high wind

speed on the leeward side of Minna Bluff and Black and

White Islands that extended over the McMurdo Station

area. The vertical cross section of wind speed and ver-

tical potential temperature distributions from AMPS

output (Fig. 12) showed the wave structure over Minna

Bluff and Black Island.

The vertical cross sections (798S, 1668E and 77.58S,
1678E) of potential temperature and wind field pattern

show similarities to those found in other observational

and modeling studies of downslope windstorms in vari-

ous other parts of the world (Klemp and Lilly 1975) (see

Fig. 12). Common features are strong winds along

the lee slope, as well as downward-sloping potential

temperature field (see Fig. 12). Figure 13 shows a cross

section (for the location of the transect, see Fig. 1) of

potential temperature (contoured, interval 2K) and

meridional and vertical component of wind vector from

AMPS 3.3-km grid at 1500 UTC 10 October 2003. At

lower levels, the wind speed and direction over the area

showed the influence of the orography (see Figs. 12 and

13). At around 500 hPa, the wave pattern in the potential

temperature is not evident and the layer above showed a

reverse wind shear, indicating model representation of

self-induced critical level (see Fig. 13). This critical level

halts the vertical propagation of themountain waves and

sends it back toward the surface. Downslope windstorms

are a common feature (Steinhoff et al. 2008) along the

slopes of Minna Bluff and Black and White Islands.

These storms affect McMurdo Station/Ross Island re-

gion whenever there are strong southerly winds and low

level inversions. Steinhoff et al. (2008) investigated a

severe storm, which was one of the rare extreme wind

events to strike McMurdo Station in recorded history

(Powers 2007). The severe stormwas associated with the

FIG. 12. Cross section (798S, 1668E and 77.58S, 1678E) of potential temperature (contour interval 2 K) and

horizontal wind speed (white lines, 2m s21) from the AMPS 3.3-km grid (initialized at 0000 UTC 10 Oct 2003) at

1500 UTC 10 Oct 2003. (For location of the transect see Fig. 1).
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barrier jet, and downslope windstorms with amplifica-

tion of the mountain waves caused by wave-breaking

events. They had analyzed all the processes and features

associated with the development of the severe wind

storms and concluded that the major contribution of the

event was from the downslope windstorms. On the other

hand, in the case study presented here, we have con-

sidered an SWE based on our statistically defined wind

strength from climatological analysis (1979–2002) of the

available station data from McMurdo Station (Chenoli

et al. 2012). Themain focus of this study is to understand

the processes and characteristics of the commonly ob-

served strong wind events in the region. This study is an

example of an SWE due to the tightening of the pressure

gradient across the western Ross Ice Shelf caused by the

propagation of three low pressure systems across the

Ross Ice Shelf as well as the intensification of the high

pressure system over the western part of the study area.

This enabled the enhanced southerly flow to override

the topographical barriers to develop into a downslope

wind and the formation of mountain wave, both

concurrently leading to the occurrence of the SWE.

However, a good observation network near McMurdo

Station/Ross Ice Shelf region as well as higher hori-

zontal resolution model run would be necessary to gain

better insights into such events.

b. The performance of AMPS in simulating the SWE

AMPS performed well in stimulating the synoptic

environment of the SWE, as it forecast key aspects of

this event such as the position of two of the low pressure

systems, movement and other local features such as the

splitting of the surface wind around the Ross Island (see

Fig. 10b), and the development of the downslope winds

(see Figs. 12 and 13). During the SWE the AMPS

analysis produced two mesoscale pressure systems L1

and L2 and failed to produce L3. Figure 14 shows the

MODIS image at 1120 UTC overlaid with the nearest

MSLP (white contour) analysis available from the 30-km

AMPS domain at 1200 UTC 10 October. To assess

the performance of AMPS further, time series of

wind speed and pressure from the AMPS 3.3-km

FIG. 13. Cross section (798S, 1668E and 77.58S, 1678E) of potential temperature (contoured, interval 2 K) and the

horizontal and vertical components of wind vector fromAMPS 3.3-km grid initialized at (0000UTC 10Oct 2003) at

1500 UTC 10 Oct 2003. (For location of the transect see Fig. 1).
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domain have been compared with the observational

data. Figure 15 shows a time series of the MSLP values

from theWF-AWS1 and time series of pressure from the

3.3-km AMPS forecasts at the corresponding location.

AMPS output showed higher pressure than observed

values and there was a time difference of 4 h between the

two time series in recording the maximum value with a

root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 1.4 hPa. The AMPS

forecast overestimated the observed wind speed with

differences in wind speed as large as 4ms21 (Fig. 16) at

the beginning of the forecast period and then the mag-

nitude was comparable.

6. Conclusions

The analysis of AWS data showed that a SWE

affected the McMurdo Station/Scott Base area on

10 October 2003. The maximum wind speed noted

during the event was 16m s21 with duration of 11 h

with a wind speed above 10m s21. The SWE was as-

sociated with the passage of mesoscale lows (L1 and

L3) and L2 approximately 600-km diameter (L2) across

the Ross Ice Shelf. Of the three lows, L2 exerted the

most influence and was distinctive on the satellite im-

age and model output. Katabatic drainage flow formed

as the low pressure system propagated across the Ross

Ice Shelf, which was identified in the MODIS images

as dark signatures. It is evident from AWS data and

PV analysis at the McMurdo Station/Scott Base area

that there was no involvement of drainage flow during

SWE. The strengthening of the pressure gradient

across the western Ross Ice Shelf was caused by the

propagation of the low pressure systems across the

Ross Ice Shelf, which allowed the enhancement of

southerly flow to override the topographical barriers.

The AMPS simulations showed the development

of large-amplitude vertically propagating mountain

waves over the area. The amplification of mountain

waves by the self-induced critical level reflected the

energy back toward the surface to generate high down-

slope wind. AMPS provided a credible forecast with

slight biases in low pressure tracks and wind speeds.

Downslope winds appear to be a very important com-

ponent of the SWE in the Ross Island region, although

more needs to be known about their development.

There are several possibilities for further work in this

area. A more detailed observational or modeling study

focused on downslope winds and the subsequent impact

on McMurdo Station would be necessary for the im-

proved understanding of the processes involved in the

development of downslope wind. This will provide im-

provement of local forecasting and severe wind

warnings.

FIG. 15. Time series of mean sea level pressure (hPa) from WF-AWS1 and AMPS 3.3-km grid.

FIG. 14. MSLP analysis and surface wind and from 30-km grid of

AMPS output at 1200 UTC (initialized 1200 UTC 9 Oct 2003) and

MODIS image at 1120 UTC 10 Oct 2003.
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